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Introduction

Kaudi’s hometown star performs in
Kathmandu nightclubs and at
concerts around the country;
records songs for the national
radio and private music
companies; and ‘returns home’ on
recordings and in person. Villagers
learn her songs from her
recordings, and she cannot return
without being asked to spend most
of the night singing. Performers
like Maya keep rural-urban
networks of circulation and
convergent performances going.

• Nepal’s urban music producers, NGOs, and the
state worry about preserving recordings. They are
concerned with the safety and durability of sound
objects, amid discourses of cultural loss.

• Most rural-dwelling Nepalis don’t worry so much.
They are more concerned with the longevity of,
and creativity within, sound worlds.
What can Nepal’s music industry and national
cultural institutions learn from how people interact
with media as producers and consumers?

Statement of Aims
This poster examines how rural Nepalis in
Kaudi, Gorkha, creatively interact with digital
and analog media, especially lok gīt or folk song
recordings. It argues that attention to interfaces
of media and performance can re-frame
anxieties surrounding ideas of media
ephemerality and loss in the digital age.

Kaudi village, Phujel VDC, Gorkha district	

Kaudi is not connected to the electrical grid. !
It has minimal phone reception, no TV reception,
and no internet. Radio Nepal’s strong AM signal
does get reception. A road arrived in 2005, and
with it more media.!

The informal musical economy at
work on the road to Kaudi. 	
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Maya Gurung’s music video album celebrates her home village, and 	

adds to its repertoire of songs, especially when she returns and sings. 	


Conclusions

The Lok Gīt / Folk Song
Mediascape: The Archive and
the Repertoire
Commercial Music as National Archive
Nepal’s music industry has been guided by an
ideology of preservation. Conceived as nationbuilding tools, state-run and private music
industries focus on ‘preserving and promoting’ the
country’s diverse musical styles.
Commercial lok gīt recordings are represented as
sonic pieces of a ‘disappearing’ rural Nepal.
Multiple Media and Performance as Repertoire
Media culture is participatory; it has never been a
one-way street from producers to consumers.
Everyone in rural Nepal sings; it is these people
and their songs that drive the lok gīt industry. Lok
gīt are inspired by rural songs or directly collected
and recorded; they return through various media
and are re-appropriated across wider areas.
Individuals participate through modes of listening,
circulation, altering media, tinkering with the
playback equipment.
This is also convergent across media forms
(Jenkins 2006); cassettes, digital recordings of
various sorts, and many kinds of performance
come together in rural Nepalis’ repertoire –
memory and experience creatively reiterated,
transferred, shared, and stored as embodied
knowledge (Taylor 2003).

Village to City Influence
• Wealthy, high-caste urbanites controlled much of the
recording industry through the 1980s.
• Recent changes have brought more diverse ruralurban migrants into recording industry management.
• Input from rural communities like Kaudi reaches them
through singers and other performers like Maya.
• Outside the recording industry, songs circulate in
informal networks of sharing / selling mobile phone (and
cassette, and video) recordings of village performances.
• ‘Loss’ of sound objects is little mourned in this thriving
sound world, which views the urban recording industry
as extension of rural performance practice.

Sometimes equipment
itself is a performance, of	

wealth and modernity 	


A nighttime song-anddance gathering includes
songs learned from various
media, and singers
improvise their own lyrical
couplets. Participants
record the singers on their
own mobile phones, and
circulate the files among
their friends.	


One shahnai player uses a
digital recording to 	

complete the wedding band	


Youth put on a music and
dance show for Kaudi,
amplified with a bullhorn. There
is music on cassette for some
dances, and live music for
others; they record the entire
thing on their mobile phones.
In the morning and the weeks
after, they share the phone
videos with their friends. In a
few months, the phone videos
have been deleted to make
room for other content.	


Recording culture is participatory, and this is not
new. People consume and innovate with various
types of media simultaneously, incorporating them
into their performance practice. Rural-urban
migrants are active in producing analog and digital
media. These feed back into performance, which in
turn inspires more recordings. Recordings become
part of organic processes of transmitting embodied
knowledge through performance, an ‘act of transfer,
transmitting social knowledge, memory, and a
sense of identity’ (Taylor 2003). Commercial
recordings aren’t just archival records of a
disappearing rural Nepal. They contribute to its
thriving culture of performance, which influences
them in turn. Maya and her relatives in Kaudi are
consumers and producers of innovative convergent
performances that perpetuate, rather than
preserve, ever-changing culture.
Maya sings couplets in the latest lok gīt hit,
while cousins look on and record	


